The interest in medals in Australia and New Zealand continues to be strong, and as might be expected, by and large the writers concentrate on the medals of their own country. In the period of this Survey there has been an intensive study of agricultural medals, which is reflected in the publications listed below. Furthermore, a major publication in this area is expected in the next couple of years, which will be reported in the next Survey.

The articles on medals have been split into four sections, the first on medallists, then one on medals, medalets and medallions for each of Australia and New Zealand, and finally a section on badges on fobs.

Of special mention is the very substantial article by Michael Meszaros [3], which gives an overview of the great Meszaros family of medallists, commencing with his father Andor Mészáros who emigrated to Australia from Hungary; see http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/meszaros-andor-11114.

The second edition of Carlisle’s epic work [67] is now the standard reference on Australian historical medals. Also, Queensland-based Hugh Armstrong has produced an extensive range of articles ([7] – [49]), mainly on agricultural medals. Across the Tasman, an excellent source of information on New Zealand historical medals for the period 1941 – 2007 is MacMaster [113]; this extends the previous study (1865 – 1940) of Leon G Morel. And there is the extensive contribution by Bernie Begley ([124] – [156]) to the study of the medal-like objects badges and fobs.
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